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Abstrat. Let Σ be a surfae equipped with an area form. There is an long stand-

ing open question by Katok, whih, in partiular, asks whether every entropy-zero

Hamiltonian di�eomorphism of a surfae lies in the C0
-losure of the set of inte-

grable di�eomorphisms. A slightly weaker version of this question asks: �Does every

entropy-zero Hamiltonian di�eomorphism of a surfae lie in the C0
-losure of the set

of autonomous di�eomorphisms?�

In this paper we answer in negative the later question. In partiular, we show that

on a surfae Σ the set of autonomous Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms is not C0
-dense

in the set of entropy-zero Hamiltonians. We expliitly onstrut examples of suh

Hamiltonians whih annot be approximated by autonomous di�eomorphisms.

1. Introdution

There is the following long standing open question of Katok from seventies: "In low

dimensions is every volume-preserving dynamial system with zero topologial entropy a

limit of integrable systems?" This is stated as Problem 1 in [Kat1℄, but relates also to the

muh older paper [AK℄. Low dimensions means maps on surfaes or �ows on 3-dimensional

manifolds.

Let Σ be a surfae with an area form ω and denote by Ham(Σ) the group of Hamiltonian

di�eomorphisms of (Σ, ω) that are ompatly supported in the interior of Σ. For every

smooth funtion H : Σ → R ompatly supported in the interior, there exists a unique

vetor �eld XH whih satis�es

dH(·) = ω(XH , ·).

It is easy to see that XH is tangent to the level sets of H . Let h be the time-one map

of the �ow ht generated by XH . The di�eomorphism h is area-preserving, it belongs to

Ham(Σ) and every Hamiltonian di�eomorphism arising this way is alled autonomous.

Suh a di�eomorphism is easy to understand in terms of its generating funtion. More

generally, autonomous maps h ∈ Diff(Σ) appear as time-t maps of time-independent �ows

and also have relatively simple dynamis.

We onsider the following version of Katok's

Question. Does every entropy-zero Hamiltonian of Σ lie in the C0
-losure of the set of

autonomous di�eomorphisms?

There was a very little progress on both questions till an appearane of a beautiful paper

of Bramham [Bra℄, where he partially solved them in the ase of the dis. More preisely,

he showed that every irrational pseudo-rotation of the dis lies in the C0
-losure of the set

of integrable autonomous di�eomorphisms (whih are not neessarily area-preserving).

In this paper we answer in negative the above question for every surfae Σ. Our main

result is the following
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Theorem 1. There exists an entropy-zero g ∈ Ham(Σ) whih annot be presented as a

C0
-limit of autonomous di�eomorphisms.

Di�eomorphism g is onstruted as a omposition of two autonomous Hamiltonian dif-

feomorphisms supported in an annulus, whih is sympletially embedded in the surfae

Σ. In ase when Σ is an annulus S1 × [0, 1], we present an additional argument whih is

based on the seond author result from [Kha1℄. It shows

Theorem 2. There exists an entropy-zero g ∈ Ham(S1× [0, 1]) whih annot be presented

as a C0
-limit of autonomous Hamiltonians from HamAut(S

1 × [0, 1]). Moreover, given

R > 0, one may ensure that the Hofer distane dH(g,HamAut) > R.

The proof uses the theory of Calabi quasimorphisms due to Entov-Polterovih [EP℄. At

the same time the general ase does not require tehniques from sympleti geometry.

We �nish the introdution by noting that the onstruted di�eomorphism g is integrable,
hene the original question of Katok remains open.

Aknowledgments. MB was partially supported by Humboldt researh fellowship.

2. Integrability, laminations and entropy

A di�eomorphism g ∈ Diff(Σ) is integrable if it admits an invariant funtion H : Σ → R

(a �rst integral) suh that H is not onstant on any open set. Suh a funtion H indues

a lamination on Σ by its level sets. This lamination is regular away from the ritial

points of H and is invariant under g.

If g is an autonomous Hamiltonian generated by H : Σ → R, the funtion H serves as

an integral for g. If H is onstant in ertain open sets (for example, outside its support)

one may perturb H there. Suh a perturbed funtion is still invariant under g sine the

perturbation ours in the set of �xed points of g. Not all integrable Hamiltonians are

autonomous, an example is the di�eomorphism g onstruted in the proof of Theorem 1.

Note that a non area-preserving autonomous di�eomorphism g ∈ Diff(Σ) might be non-

integrable, yet it admits an invariant lamination by �ow lines.

Integrable maps on surfaes have zero entropy: indeed, aording to [Kat2℄, positive

entropy implies existene of transverse homolini points whih annot show up in the in-

tegrable setting. Zero-entropy does not imply integrability, a ounterexample is provided

by pseudo-rotations on a disk.

3. Proof of Theorem 2

3.1. Quasimorphisms. Let G be a group. A funtion r : G → R is alled a quasimor-

phism if there exists a onstant∆ (alled the defet of r) suh that |r(fg)−r(f)−r(g)| < ∆
for all f, g ∈ G. The quasimorphism r is alled homogeneous if it satis�es r(gm) = mr(g)
for all g ∈ G and m ∈ Z. Any homogeneous quasimorphism satis�es r(fg) = r(f) + r(g)
for ommuting elements f, g. Every quasimorphism is equivalent (up to a bounded defor-

mation) to a unique homogeneous one [Cal℄.

3.2. Calabi invariant and Calabi quasimorphisms. Let Ft : Σ → R, t ∈ [0, 1] be a

time-dependent smooth funtion with ompat support in the interior of Σ. We de�ne

C̃al(Ft) =
∫ 1

0

(∫
Σ Ftω

)
dt. If the sympleti form ω is exat (this is the ase for an

annulus or a disk), C̃al desends to a homomorphism CalΣ : Ham(Σ) → R whih is alled

the Calabi homomorphism.

The proposed proof of Theorem 2 uses the Calabi quasimorphism by Entov-Polterovih [EP℄.

We start with a brief reolletion of the relevant fats from that paper.
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Let Σ = S1 × [0, 1] be an annulus (we assume S1 = R/2πZ and pik a sympleti form

ω = 1
2πdθ ∧ ds so that Area(Σ) = 1). Given a ompatly supported smooth funtion

F : Σ → R, the Reeb graph TF is de�ned as the set of onneted omponents of level

sets of F (for a more detailed desription we refer the reader to [EP℄). For a generi

Morse funtion F (saying `Morse', we mean that the restrition of F to the interior of its

support is a Morse funtion) this set, equipped with topology indued by the projetion

πF : Σ → TF , is homeomorphi to a tri-valent tree. We endow TF with a positive measure

given by µ(X) =
∫
π−1

F
(X) ω for all X ⊆ TF with measurable π−1

F (X). In the ase of the

annulus Σ = S1 × [0, 1], πF (S
1 × {0}) will be referred to as the bottom root of TF and

πF (S
1 ×{1}) as the top root. The shortest path onneting the roots of TF will be alled

a stem.

A point xm ∈ TF is amedian of TF if all onneted omponents of TF \{xm} have measure

at most

Area(Σ)
2 . A median always exists and is unique (see [EP℄). The set π−1

F (xm) will

be alled the median with respet to F . Suppose Σ = S1 × [0, 1], we de�ne perentile

sets in analogy to the median. Let h ∈ [0, 1]. xh ∈ TF is an h-perentile of TF if the

top and the bottom roots belong to di�erent onneted omponents of TF \ {xh} and the

onneted omponent of the bottom root has measure h ·Area(Σ). The set π−1
F (xh) is an

h-perentile with respet to F .

Clearly, perentiles orrespond to points x in the stem of TF and the perentile value

inreases monotonially along the stem. Unlike the median, if TF is not homeomorphi

to an interval (that is, has `branhes' besides the stem), h-perentiles do not exist for

ertain h ∈ [0, 1]. Eah branh orresponds to a `gap' (missing interval) in the set of

perentile values. Length of the gap is given by the measure of the branh normalized by

Area(Σ). If an h-perentile exists, it is unique. The

1
2 -perentile (if it exists) oinides

with the median. For a generi F this orresponds to the ase when the median set of

F is a non-ontratible irle. Using a standard Morse-theoreti argument, we onlude

with the following observation: perentile sets are not ontratible in S1 × [0, 1]. The set
AF of points that are not perentiles of TF is the union of branhes that grow out of the

stem of TF . The set π−1(AF ) is the union of topologial disks orresponding to these

branhes.

In [EP℄ the authors desribe onstrution of a homogeneous quasimorphism

CalS2 : Ham(S2) → R.

It has the following properties: CalS2
is Hofer-Lipshitz

|CalS2(φ)| ≤ Area(S2) · ‖φ‖H .

In the ase when φ ∈ Ham(S2) is supported in a disk D whih is displaeable in S2
,

CalS2(φ) = CalD(φ
∣∣
D
). Moreover, for a φ ∈ Ham(S2) generated by an autonomous

funtion F : S2 → R, CalS2(φ) an be omputed in the following way. Let x be the

median of TF and X = π−1
F (x) be the orresponding subset of S2

. Then

CalS2(φ) =

∫

S2

Fω −Area(S2) · F (X).

We embed Σ into a sphere S2
a,b of area 1 + a + b by gluing a disk of area a to S1 × {0}

and a disk of area b to S1 × {1}. Denote this embedding by ia,b : Σ → S2
a,b. Let

ra,b =
1

1 + a+ b
·
(
CalΣ−i∗a,bCalS2

a,b

)

be the normalized di�erene between the Calabi homomorphism on Σ and the pullbak of

the Calabi quasimorphism of S2
a,b. Note that ra,b vanishes on Hamiltonians g supported

in a disk D ⊂ Σ of area

1+a+b
2 . Indeed, ia,b(D) is displaeable in S2

a,b thus

CalS2

a,b
(ia,b,∗g) = CalD

(
g
∣∣
D

)
= CalΣ(g).
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This implies that ra,b is ontinuous in the C0
-topology (see [EPP℄).

Let F : Σ → R be a Hamiltonian funtion, f its time-1 map and suppose that −1 ≤
b − a ≤ 1 or, equivalently, h := 1+b−a

2 ∈ [0, 1]. If F admits the h-perentile set Xh, it is

mapped by ia,b to the median set of ia,b,∗F : S2
a,b → R, therefore ra,b(f) = F (Xh). This

makes the quasimorphisms ra,b a useful tool to extrat information about the Reeb graph

of a Hamiltonian funtion.

3.3. Constrution of the Hamiltonian g. Let F : S1 × [0, 1] → R be a Hamiltonian

funtion given by K(θ, s) = s when s ∈ [0.01, 0.99] and extended to the rest of Σ in

arbitrary way. The time-t map φt of K rotates the annulus A = S1 × [0.01, 0.99] by t in
the S1

oordinate. Let D ⊂ A be a disk of area 0.8 and Ψ : Σ → R be a smooth funtion

whih equals 1 in D and is supported in a disk of area 0.9 inside A. (That is, Ψ is a smooth

approximation of the indiator funtion of D.) The time-t map ψt
�xes D pointwise but

the �ow indues a fast rotation outside ∂D. Pik large independent parameters T, τ ∈ N

and onsider gT,τ := φT ◦ ψτ
. Assuming T is an integer, φT translates the subannulus

A preisely T times around S1
, hene �xes A pointwise. ψτ

is supported in A, hene φT

and ψτ
ommute.

φ

ψ

D

Figure 1. gT,τ

3.4. Proof of Theorem 2. We laim that gT,τ is not autonomous. Assume by on-

tradition that it is generated as the time-1 map of a Hamiltonian funtion H : Σ → R.

Suppose �rst that H is generi, that is, H admits a Reeb tree TH . We ompute the values

of H at its perentile sets in two di�erent ways: �rst, pik h ∈ [0.01, 0.99]. Let a = 1 and

b = 2h whih satisfy h = 1+b−a
2 .

ra,b(gT,τ ) = ra,b(φ
T ) + ra,b(ψ

τ ) = hT.

The �rst equality holds beause φT and ψτ
ommute. ra,b(φ

T ) = hT sine Yh = S1×{h}
is the h-perentile for K and K(Yh) = h. ra,b(ψ

τ ) = 0 as the support of Ψ beomes

displaeable in S2
a,b. Therefore, if the h-perentile Xh exists for H , H(Xh) = hT .

We perform another omputation: �x h′ ∈ [0.2, 0.8]. Let a′ = 0.8− h′ and b′ = h′ − 0.2.

One again, h′ = 1+b′−a′

2 and

ra′,b′(gT,τ ) = ra′,b′(φ
T ) + ra′,b′(ψ

τ ) = h′T + τ.

ra′,b′(φ
T ) = h′T as before but ra′,b′(ψ

τ ) = τ sine ia′,b′ embeds Σ into a sphere of area

1 + a′ + b′ = 1.6. So the image of the disk D beomes the median set for ia′,b′,∗Ψ, thus
ra′,b′(ψ

τ ) an be omputed expliitly. The alulation shows that if the h′-perentile Xh′

exists for H , H(Xh′) = h′T + τ .
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This ontradits the previous result, hene h-perentiles do not exist for h in the interval

[0.2, 0.8]. That is, TH has one or several branhes with total measure at least 0.6. In fat,

there must be a single branh of measure at least 0.6: if there are several branhes growing
out of di�erent points of the stem, there will be intermediate h-perentiles whih orre-

spond to stem points between the branhes. In our situation it is not the ase. If there

are two branhes or more growing from the same stem point (whih is possible in a non-

generi situation), we may perturb H in the C∞
-topology and separate the branhes.

Intermediate perentiles will appear after suh perturbation. However, our quasimor-

phisms ra,b are C
0
-ontinuous, so a small perturbation will not resolve the disrepany τ

between the results of two omputations.

As a orollary, there must be a branh B ⊂ TH with measure at least 0.6. DB = H−1(B)
is a topologial disk in Σ of area at least 0.6 whih is an invariant set for the �ow of H .

Intuitively, points in DB have rotation number 0 with respet to the S1
oordinate (all

points with non-zero rotation number are mapped to the stem). However, most points

in Σ (up to a subset of area 0.02) have rotation number T under gT,τ , whih gives a

ontradition.

We reprodue this ontradition using more powerful tools. In [Kha2℄, Theorem 2, the

author onstruts a quasimorphism ρ0.6 : Ham(Σ) → R whih is C0
-ontinuous and has

the following property. Suppose g ∈ Ham(Σ) has an invariant disk of area 0.6 or more,

then ρ0.6(g) omputes the rotation number (along the S1
oordinate) of points in this

disk. (ρ0.6 is onstruted as a ertain ombination of Calabi quasimorphisms pulled bak

from S2
similarly to the onstrution of ra,b.) Therefore,

ρ0.6(gT,τ ) = ρ0.6(φ
T ) + ρ0.6(ψ

τ ) = T.

ρ0.6(φ
T ) = T sine φT rotates the annulus A T times around, the same is true for any

disk of area 0.6 in A. ρ0.6(ψ
τ ) = 0 sine D is a stationary disk of area 0.8.

This shows that large invariant disks of gT,τ (if they exist) have rotation number T . On
the other hand, invariant disks of an autonomous �ow must have rotation number zero.

Therefore no suh disks exist, so the Hamiltonian funtion H annot have a large branh.

This is a ontradition to the �rst part of the argument where we established existene

of a branh B. Hene gT,τ is not autonomous.

If H whih is supposed to generate gT,τ is extremely non-generi and its Reeb graph does

not exist, we may perturb it and argue as before, sine the quasimorphisms ra,b and ρ0.6
used as tools to arrive to a ontradition are C0

-ontinuous.

Remark 3. gT,τ is not autonomous in Ham(Σ) but is a omposition of two autonomous

maps.

However, if one allows Hamiltonian �ows and di�eomorphisms in Σ whose support is

not restrited to the interior, gT,τ beomes autonomous in this extended group and, in

partiular, is integrable and has entropy zero. To see this, note that for an integer T , the
map φT whih rotates the inner subannulus A around the S1

oordinate, an be generated

by another autonomous �ow φ̃t. Namely, the one that �xes A pointwise and rotates a

tubular neighborhood of ∂Σ in the opposite diretion. This �ow is generated by K̃(θ, s) =

K(θ, s) − s. Sine ψt
is supported inside A, φ̃t and ψt

have disjoint supports, ommute

and an be ombined into a single autonomous �ow whih generates gT,τ = φT ◦ ψτ
.

The obstrution for gT,τ to be autonomous onsists of two ingredients:

• ∀h ∈ [0.2, 0.8]. ra′,b′(gT,τ ) − ra,b(gT,τ ) = τ 6= 0, hene no perentiles exist in the

interval [0.2, 0.8]. Therefore there must be a branh of area at least 0.6.
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• ρ0.6(gT,τ ) = T 6= 0. Therefore gT,τ annot have a large invariant disk with

rotation number zero, hene no large branhes for the generating funtion of

gT,τ .

The quasimorphisms ρ and r used in the argument are C0
-ontinuous and Hofer-Lipshitz,

hene this obstrution persists under deformations of gT,τ that are either C0
-small or

whose Hofer norm is less than min(T, τ) divided by appropriate Lipshitz onstants. This

provides a lower bound for the Hofer distane between gT,τ and the set of autonomous

Hamiltonians. In partiular, gT,τ arrives arbitrarily far away from autonomous di�eomor-

phisms if we let T, τ → ∞.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

4.1. Constrution of the Hamiltonian g. We onsider the following di�eomorphism

whih is slightly di�erent from the onstrution in Setion 3 but follows the same lines.

Denote A = S1×(−2, 2). Let (θ, s) be the oordinates on A (in our notation S1 = R/2πZ)

and equip A with the area form dθ ∧ ds so that A has sympleti area 8π. Denote by

D = {θ2 + s2 < 1} a unit disk in A.

Denote by K : A → R the Hamiltonian funtion K(θ, s) = s. Its Hamiltonian vetor

�eld XK = ∂/∂θ, so the Hamiltonian �ow φtK translates eah point in A by t in the S1

oordinate: φtK(θ, s) = (θ + t, s). Let ϕ = φπK � half rotation of the annulus. Note that

ϕ(D) ∩D = ∅ while ϕ2 = 1A. In partiular, ϕ2
�xes D pointwise.

Let ψ : D → D be an autonomous di�eomorphism whih rotates irles {θ2 + s2 = r2}
ounterlokwise by an angle α(r). We ask that α(r) > 0.2 in the inner disk {r < 0.7},
equals zero for r ≥ 0.9 and dereases monotonously with r. Clearly, ψ is area-preserving.

As it is ompatly supported in D, ψ extends to the annulus A by identity.

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the area of Σ is greater than 8π so that A
admits a sympleti embedding i : A→ Σ (it is not important whether i(A) is ontratible
in Σ or not). In what follows we identify A with its image in Σ. We extend K to the rest

of Σ in arbitrary way (for example, by onstants, if Σ is losed and Σ \A is disonneted,

or by utting K o� near ∂A). This indues an autonomous extension of the Hamiltonian

vetor �eld XK and its �ow φtK to Σ. ϕ = φπK : Σ → Σ is an autonomous extension of

ϕ : A → A whih was disussed earlier. ψ extends outside A by the identity map. Let

g = ϕ ◦ ψ.

ϕ

ψ

D

A

Figure 2. The map g

4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. g is integrable. In partiular, it has entropy zero.

Proof. The �gure below provides a lamination whih is preserved both by ϕ and ψ, hene
also by g = ϕ ◦ ψ. This lamination extends outside the annulus A to the rest of Σ by
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level sets of the autonomous Hamiltonian K whih generates ϕ. Clearly, this extended

lamination is also invariant under ϕ ◦ ψ. It is not di�ult to onstrut a funtion whih

generates this lamination by level sets.

Figure 3. Invariant lamination

�

In our argument that g annot be approximated by autonomous di�eomorphisms we will

fous on the annulus A, the dynamis outside A is not important for the proof. Very

roughly, if g had been generated by an autonomous �ow, this �ow would have eventually

displaed D (sine g(D) ∩ D = ∅) then brought it bak later on applying a rotation

around the enter of D (indeed g2(D) = D as a set and g2|D = ψ). It turns out that a

given autonomous �ow an perform either of these deformations but not both, and this

disrepany persists under C0
perturbations.

Sine the angle α(r) of rotation by ψ inreases from zero near ∂D and beomes greater

than 0.2 near the enter of D, there is a radius r0.2 whih orresponds to points whih

are rotated preisely by α(r0.2) = 0.2.

Sine all Riemannian metris ofM are omparable on D and de�ne there the same notion

of onvergene, in further omputations we will assume without loss of generality that the

Riemannian metri ofM restrits to ds2+dθ2 on D. Assume by ontradition that there

exists an autonomous Hamiltonian h whih is C0
-lose to g. Note that dC0(h2, g2) → 0

as dC0(h, g) → 0, so we may assume that dC0(h, g) < 0.1 and dC0(h2, g2) < 0.1. Let χ
be an autonomous �ow whih generates h. We note that, similar to g, h displaes D.

Hene h has no �xed points inside the disk, whih means no equilibrium points for χ in

D (zeroes of the underlying vetor �eld).

Lemma 5. h2 has a �xed point in D.

Proof. We onstrut a vetor �eld X ∈ Vect(D) by X(p) = h2(p) − p. Note that the

vetor �eld g2(p) − p points ounterlokwise on the irle {s2 + θ2 = r20.2}. Sine h
2
is

lose to g2, X also points ounterlokwise on this irle. Hene the rotated vetor �eld

e−iπ
2X points outwards the disk {s2 + θ2 ≤ r20.2} and has at least one zero there by the

Poinaré-Hopf theorem. This implies that X has a zero as well, whih is a �xed point for

h2. �

Note that �xed points p of an autonomous di�eomorphism h on a surfae an be of two

types. Either p is an equilibrium point for the �ow or the �ow line c to whih p belongs
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is a simple loop. Moreover, if the time-t map of the �ow traverses c n times, the same is

true for any other point in c. Namely, the urve c is �xed by h pointwise.

Pik a �xed point p of h2 in D′ = {s2 + θ2 ≤ r20.2} as in the lemma. In our ase h has no

�xed points in D, hene p is not an equilibrium point. Therefore p belongs to a loop c
in Σ whih onsists of �xed points of h2. Note that ∂D′ = {s2 + θ2 = r20.2} is rotated by

g2 by the angle 0.2. Sine all x ∈ ∂D′
are displaed by g2 by distane greater than 0.1,

∂D′
annot ontain �xed points of h2. Therefore c∩ ∂D′ = ∅, whih implies c ⊂ D′

. But

in this ase the disk enirled by c is invariant under the �ow χ whih generates both h2

and h, hene h annot displae D. This is a ontradition and the proof follows.

5. Final remarks

There are several interesting bi-invariant norms on the group Ham(Σ): Hofer norm [Hof℄,

autonomous norm, entropy-zero norm and integrable norm [BM℄. While it is easy to see

that the last three norms are not equivalent to the Hofer norm, it is not known whether

these norms are inequivalent.

Let us reall the de�nition of these norms. It is known that every Hamiltonian di�eo-

morphism of Σ an be written as a omposition of autonomous di�eomorphisms and

hene of entropy-zero and integrable di�eomorphisms as well. Let AutΣ, IntΣ and EntΣ
denote the sets of the autonomous, integrable and entropy-zero di�eomorphisms respe-

tively. Sine these sets are onjugation invariant, the word norms: the autonomous norm

‖ · ‖Aut, the integrable norm ‖ · ‖Int and the entropy-zero norm ‖ · ‖Ent (whose generat-

ing sets are AutΣ, IntΣ and EntΣ, respetively) on Ham(Σ) are bi-invariant. Note that
AutΣ ⊂ IntΣ ⊂ EntΣ, hene for every f ∈ Ham(Σ) we have

‖f‖Ent ≤ ‖f‖Int ≤ ‖f‖Aut .

Question. Are the autonomous, integrable and entropy-zero norms equivalent?

Remark 6. The usual strategy used to try to attak the above question is to onstrut a

quasimorphism whih vanishes on one of the generating sets, but does not vanish on the

other. In partiular, an existene of a homogeneous quasimorphism whih vanishes on the

set IntΣ, but does not vanish on the set EntΣ implies that the entropy-zero and integrable

norms are not equivalent. If, in addition, suh quasimorphism is C0
-ontinuous, then this

would imply a negative answer to the original question of Katok.

We �nish the paper with a question that onerns the Hofer norm. In [Kha1℄ the seond

author showed that in ase when Σ is an annulus, the di�eomorphism onstruted in

Setion 3 an not be presented as a Hofer limit of autonomous Hamiltonians.

Question. Let Σ be a general surfae. Is it true that a di�eomorphism g of Σ, onstruted
in the general proof of Theorem 1, annot be presented as a Hofer limit of autonomous

Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms?
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